CENTRIFUGAL DRYERS
For Recycled Products

TECHNOLOGY

DRYER DESIGNS are based on actual product
rate testing. Gala has been conducting extensive testing on our centrifugal dryers at full
production rates since early 2007.
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Door timed interlocks
Easy access
FEA designed
Clean operation
Low noise emissions
Low energy consumption
Suitable for various applications
Minimum floor space
Proven reliability

CENTRIFUGAL DRYERS FOR RECYCLED PRODUCTS
Pellet Processing Systems for the Plastics Industry

HOW THE CENTRIFUGAL DRYER WORKS:

PP Regrind

PET Bottle Flake

HDPE Flake

HDPE Milk Jugs

The product and residual water flow into the rotor section of the dryer.
Both the speed of rotation and design of lifters mounted to the rotor
cause the product to ricochet between lifters and screens, while being
conveyed by centrifugal action up the dryer rotor in a helical path. The
water is separated through the screens and the product is continuously
conveyed into the upper section of the dryer, where it is discharged from
the product outlet. The drying process reduces the residual moisture; the
final moisture level depends on the product. Final drying is achieved in
the upper two-thirds of the screen surface and in the product outlet
chute of the dryer. Dry countercurrent air flow generated by an external
exhaust fan removes most of the residual surface moisture from the
product. The exhaust fan produces a slight vacuum which prevents humid air from exiting into the room or condensing in downstream equipment components. In some cases, additional post-drying may be utilized
depending on the required surface moisture.

DEFLECTOR SCREEN (patented)
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Minimizes motor amps
Reduces vibration
Improved product moisture
SOLID ROTOR
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Stronger construction
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Features a one-piece solid
shaft for easy replacement
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Improved product moisture

Can be run at higher rotor
speeds

Solid rotor

AUGER FEED
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Provides consistent product
flow into rotor
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Eliminates product surging
Improved product moisture

Auger Feed

Deflector Screen

Global contacts, see www.maag.com
Contact us at contact@maag.com
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT Gala’s Technical Centers are available to Customers who wish to evaluate the suitability of a Gala dryer
for purchase, for assistance in product development, R&D or for product market sampling. Technical Field Assistance: Gala has
earned its reputation for providing prompt, dependable service – before, during and after the sale. Our technicians are longterm, experienced people who take pride in providing excellent service, and each Customer call is handled with priority.

